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Overview

What is CuRSe?

Product Description

CuRSe: Collision Reaction System is a Unity scripting package that makes it easy

to trigger effects when physics objects collide.  For example, use CuRSe if you want an

easy, no scripting required, way to trigger a sound and a particle system when an Ice

block hits a Stone wall.  Or wood hitting dirt.  Or any other combinations of physics

materials colliding!  CuRSe makes all of that easy to do, all with an intuitive built-in

editor!

Features

○ Easily trigger effects when physics objects collide

○ Built-in custom editor for easy configuration

○ Fast to integrate into your game; only 2 components required

○ No scripting required

○ Included support for Particle and Sound effects

○ Extendible C# classes for creating custom collision effects

○ Full Documentation

○ Included example level

○ Automatically restores links to moved or renamed assets

Why?

CuRSe was created to make it easy to trigger different types of collision reaction

effects when different types of physics materials collide with each other.  In brief, CuRSe

allows you to select two physics materials, and configure effects that can be triggered

based on what happened in the collision.  Below is a general overview of all of the

components of CuRSe, and exactly what they do:



Key Terms

○ The Manager is component that controls and handles all of the collisions for the

CuRSe system, will trigger all of the collision reactions, and will create the

effects.  This is the “Curse Manager” script component, and it is recommend that

this is added to a prefab that is added to all of your scenes.  You will do all of

your editing and configuration of CuRSe through this component on the prefab.

○ The Dictionary is the XML file that the CuRSe Manager will save/load all of the

configurations for CuRSe.  This is where all of the data that drives CuRSe is

stored.  This file MUST be in a resources director in your project in order to

ensure it will get included in your built project.

○ A Collision Reaction is defined as two types of Physics Materials associated

physics objects colliding with each other (or the same one hitting itself).  For

example, you could be interested in what happens when Ice hits Metal...this is

where you define what effects are triggered.

○ An Effect is something that is triggered when a Collision Reaction occurs, such

as a Sound or a Particle Effect.  An Effect can also have rules applied to them.

For example, maybe you want one effect to play when the camera is within 10

meters, and a different one when beyond 10 meters.

○ A Active Effect Component is a game object that an Effect spawned in the world,

and is being managed by the CuRSe manager.  An example of this is an Effect

spawning a particle prefab.

○ A Curse Object is the script component that you will need to add to any physics

object that you wish to interact with CuRSe.  This script will notify the Manager

of collision events, which will then be handled.



Workflow

Initial Setup and Creation

This section will outline how to create a CuRSe Manager and Dictionary for your

project.

1. Create a CuRSe Manager Game Object

○ Create a new Game Object Prefab

○ Select your new Prefab

○ Attach a CuRSe Manager Component to your new Prefab

2. Setup the Physic Materials Resource Path

○ Make sure your CuRSe Manager Prefab is selected

○ Enter the path where all of your PhysicMaterial assets are located.  This can be a

path relative to ANY Resources folder in your project.



3. Set the Audio Source

○ Select the Audio Source that you wish the collision manager to use to play

sounds.  You can also just add an Audio Source component to the same Game

Object Prefab, and it will automatically be selected.

4. Create a Dictionary XML File

○ Enter the path to the XML file you want to create to store all of the configuration

data for how you configure your CuRSe Dictionary (all of your collision reactions

and effects).  In most cases, this SHOULD be located in a Resources folder in

order to ensure it gets loaded properly at runtime.

5. Configure your Collision Reactions

○ You should now see the below section if you followed all the steps above.  This

is where you will configure all collision reactions.  The details of how to do this is

located in the following section in this guide.



6. Attach a CuRSe Object Component to your physics objects

○ In order for CuRSe to handle collisions and trigger reactions, all physics game

objects that you wish to interact with CuRSe MUST have a CuRSe Object

component attached to them.

■ NOTE: The CuRSe Object script component only has one configurable

option, “Send Collision Stay Event”.  If this is enabled, this CuRSe Object

will send collision event notifications EVERY FRAME while it is in contact

with any other physics objects.  This is usually not desired, so it is off by

default.

Configuration

This section focuses on how you go about configuring your Collision Reactions

using CuRSe.  The following interface is the one you will be interacting with to configure

your Collision Reactions.  (This will show up in the Unity Inspector when you have your

Collision Manager Prefab selected)

● The first line allows you to selected what two physics materials that you wish to



configure the reaction for.

○ Selecting two materials will show all current effects that will be triggered when

this collision interaction occurs.

○ Selecting “[Anything]” for the material on the right allows you to configure the

default reaction that gets triggered  when any other physic material hits the

material specific on the left.  This will ONLY be triggered if there is no other,

more specific reaction defined.

● Copy allows you to copy ALL effects in the currently selected reaction to the clipboard.

Paste will then paste all of those effects into the currently selected reaction.

● The last part of this dialog is where you add new effects that will be triggered when this

reaction is triggered.  It allows you to select from a drop type which type of effect will be

added to this interaction when you click “Add Effect”.

● All effects currently in this reaction are listed ABOVE the new effect section.

● Below all of the effect types that ship with CuRSe will be explained in full detail...

○ NOTE: All effect types have conditions that must be met in order for that effect

to be triggered at runtime.  For example, you can configure an effect to only be

triggered if it is currently in view of the camera, and is within a distance of 100.

Particle Emitter Effect and Particle System Effect

Both the Particle Emitter Effect and the Particle System Effect are almost identical in

terms of configuration, so they will both be described together.  Each property that can be

configured is described below...

● Collision Type

○ This is the type of collision event that is allowed to trigger this effect.  The

different types are as follows...

■ Any

● This indicates that this can be triggered by any type of collision.

■ Dynamic Hit Static



● This indicates that this can only be triggered when a Dynamic

physics object hits a Static (non-moving) physics object.

■ Dynamic Hit Dynamic

● This indicates that this can only be triggered when a Dynamic

physics object hits another Dynamic physics object.

● Visibility

○ This is the visibility that is required for this effect to be triggered.  The different

types are as follows...

■ Always

● This indicates it can be triggered regardless of vision of the

collision location.

■ Only When Visible

● This indicates it can only be triggered if the collision location is

currently visible.

■ Only When Not Visible

● This indicates it can only be triggered if the collision location is

NOT visible.

● Min Distance

○ This is the minimum distance the collision location can be from the camera

location in order to trigger this effect.  If the distance is LESS than this value, this

effect will not be triggered.

● Max Distance

○ This is the maximum distance the collision location can be from the camera

location in order to trigger this effect.  If the distance is MORE than this value,

this effect will not be triggered.

● Min Force

○ This is the minimum force of the collision event that is required in order to

trigger this effect.  If the force is LESS than this value, this effect will not be

triggered.

● Max Force

○ This is the maximum force of the collision event that is required in order to

trigger this effect.  If the force is MORE than this value, this effect will not be

triggered.

● Min Active Time

○ This is the minimum amount of time this effect will last in the world.  After this

time period, if the effect indicates that a runtime effect is no longer active (via

the IsRuntimeAssetActive() function), the runtime effect will be removed.

● Max Active Time



○ This is the maximum amount of time this effect will last in the world.  After this

time period, the effect will be forcibly removed, regardless of whether or not the

effect considers it finished.

● Axis Alignment

○ This is the axis of the spawned effect to align along the collision normal.  For

example, if your effect’s main emission direction is along the positive y axis, you

should set this to “Positive_Y_Axis”.

● Offset Distance

○ This is the distance to move the effect away from the collision location, along

the collision normal.

● Particle Emitter/Particle System

○ This is the particle emitter/particle system prefab that will be spawned when this

effect is triggered.

Sound Effect

Any fields named the same as above, have the same exact meaning for this effect, so

refer to their description above.

● Volume

○ This is the volume to play this sound effect at, from 0.0 to 1.0.

● AudioClip

○ This is the audio clip to play when this effect is triggered.



Usage and Testing

This section will walk through how to actually use the CuRSe Dictionary that you

just configured in your game!

1. Add your CuRSe Manager prefab to your levels

○ Simply add the prefab you created earlier to your level.

2. Turn on “Display Debug” on your Manager Object (Optional)

○ If you wish to see detailed information on what is happening with CuRSe (and to

verify how it’s working), you can turn on “Display Debug” to show runtime info

and more log messages.

3. Run your a level with the CuRSe Manager

○ Make sure all of the objects that you wish to report collisions to the CuRSe

Manager (and therefore trigger reactions), have a CuRSe Object Component

attached to them.

○ And then that’s all you need to do, CuRSe will handle the rest!

4. ????????

5. Profit!

Creating Custom Effects

If you wish to create custom Effect types, CuRSe also makes it VERY easy to

create custom effects that can be triggered from collision reactions.  CuRSe comes with

a couple of robust base classes that can be used for custom Effects.  The Effects that

ship with CuRSe are implemented using these base classes, and can be used for

reference for creating new ones!

It is HIGHLY recommended to review all of the code for all of the existing effect

types before creating a new one!

1. Determine what you want your custom effect to do

○ This is an obvious first step, but figuring out (and writing down) what you exactly

what you want your custom effect to do will make it easier to determine where to

start.

2. Select a base class to start from

○ Now that you know what you want to do, you need to select what base class to

start from. The choices are as follows...

■ CurseBaseEffect

● This is the simplest form of an Effect.  This should be used if the



reaction effect is only going to trigger an immediate reaction, and

nothing that needs to be kept track of at runtime by CuRSe (such

as spawning a runtime effect object / new game object).

● CurseSoundEffect derives from this class.

■ CurseTimedEffect (derives from CuRSeBaseEffect)

● This Effect base class allows you effect to notify the CuRSe

manager of an object that was spawned by this effect (known as a

CuRSe Runtime Effect).  You can also specify the min and max

time this object should be allowed to live.

■ CurseAlignedEffect (derives from CuRSeAlignedEffect)

● This Effect base class allows you to configure how the spawned

object should be aligned along the collision normal when the

runtime effect is spawned.  This is VERY useful for particle

effects, or anything else that needs to be oriented in a certain way

when spawned.

● CurseParticleEmitterEffect and CurseParticleSystemEffect derive

from this class.

3. Create your game class

○ Create your effects game class, deriving from one of the above classes.

4. Add any needed Asset Containers

○ CuRSe provides an EXTREMELY useful helper class for selecting and keeping

track of assets that your effect uses.  This class is the templated

CurseAssetContainer<>.

○ Add a CurseAssetContainer for each asset your effect needs to reference,

passing in the type of the asset to keep track of, such as

CurseAssetContainer<AudioClip>.

5. Implement the required virtual functions/properties for your game class

○ Properties

■ string EffectTypeName { get; }

● This is the UNIQUE name for your effect that will be used to

identify your custom effect to CuRSe so it knows how to work with

it.

■ int AssetContainerCount { get; }

● This needs to return the current number of asset containers that

your effect is currently referencing.  This is used by CuRSe to

manage your asset references.  For all included Effect types, this

just returns 1, because it only references 1 asset container.  If

referencing more, this needs to return the proper number.

○ Functions



■ ICurseAssetContainer GetAsset(int index)

● This needs to return the currently referenced asset container at a

given index.  For all included Effect types, this just returns the only

asset it is referencing.  If referencing more, this needs to return

the proper asset container for each index, as this is used by CuRSe

to manager your asset references.

■ void HandleCollision(Collider sourceCollider, Vector3 averagePoint,

Vector3 averageNormal, Collision collisionEvent)

● This is the function where the magic happens!  When this is

called, make your custom effect do whatever it is you want it to

do!!!!

■ void Write(XmlElement thisNode)

● This is where you need to write out all of the data needed for your

effect class to the xml file.  Reference existing effect classes for

more details on how to do this.

● This function needs to call it’s base classes implementation.

■ void Read(XmlElement thisNode)

● This is where you need to read in all of the data needed for your

effect class from the xml file.  Reference existing effect classes

for more details on how to do this.

● This function needs to call it’s base classes implementation.

6. Create your editor classes

○ In order to be able to edit your custom effect, you also need to create a editor

class for it!  This class MUST be created in a folder (or subfolder of) called Editor.

You will need to derive your editor class from one of the following included editor

base classes, based off of what you derived your effect class from...

■ CurseBaseEffectEditor

● If your class derived from CurseBaseEffect

■ CurseTimedEffectEditor

● If your class derived from CurseTimedEffect

■ CurseAlignedEffectEditor

● If your class derived from CurseAlignedEffect

7. Add any needed Asset Container Editors

○ For each Asset Container in your game effect class, you need to add a

CurseAssetContainerEditor<> member to edit the asset container.

8. Implement the required virtual functions/properties for your editor class

○ Properties

■ string EffectTypeName

● This is the UNIQUE name for your effect that will be used to



identify your custom effect to CuRSe so it knows how to work with

it.  THIS MUST MATCH THE GAME CLASS VALUE!!!!

■ Color EditorBackColor

● This is the background color to use in the CuRSe editor when

editing your Custom Effect.

○ Functions

■ CurseBaseEffect CreateEffect()

● This function creates a new instance of your game effect class.

For example, if you effect class is “BananaEffect”, the code for

this should be something like “return new BananaEffect();”.

■ bool CustomInspectorGUI(CurseBaseEffect effect)

● This is where all of the custom editor code for your custom effect

class will go.  For any CurseAssetContainerEditor references your

editor class has, you just need to call OnInspectorGUI() on them in

this function, and that class will handle all of the editing needed

to select new references to that type of asset.

● IMPORTANT: This function needs to return true when a savable

property of your effect class has been modified that frame.  This is

how CuRSe knows when to save your dictonary!  Otherwise, it

should return false if nothing was modified.

● This function needs to call the base classes implementation.

9. Register your game class (IMPORTANT!)

○ In CurseManager.cs, in the RegisterEffectTypes() function, you MUST register

your custom effect class.  Just reference the existing code in this function for the

built in effect types for how to do this.  (It’s super easy!)

10. Register your editor class (IMPORTANT!)

○ In CurseManagerEditor.cs, in the RegisterAllEffectEditors() function, you MUST

register your custom effect editor class.  Just reference the existing code in this

function for the built in effect types for how to do this.  (It’s super easy!)



Source Code License

A full source code license is available at an additional cost.  Source code includes a full

site license for CuRSe as well.  Any questions about the source code can be answered by

contacting us at the email address below.  If you have already purchased CuRSe and are

interested in the CuRSe Source Code License, please send me an email at

AlteredRealityEnt@yahoo.com with your invoice number (if bought from Unity Asset Store) or

email (if bought from our Website), for a coupon for $40 off the CuRSe Source Code. The Source

Code License can be purchased here:  www.alteredr.com/curse

Support

Twitter

twitter.com/AlteredR

Email

AlteredRealityEnt@yahoo.com

Website

www.alteredr.com

Forums

forums.alteredr.com
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